We carefully rederive JIMWLK equation using lightcone perturbation theory. Rigorous treatment requires knowledge of the boosted wave function with second order accuracy. We show that in the second order calculation there are several omitted subtleties.
The JIMWLK evolution equation is the important part of high energy QCD. Originally, equation was derived using path integral language [1, 2, 3] (see also [4] for generalization). Clear interpretation of equation in terms of parton wave function and its evolution was proposed in [5] . Essential advantage of the wave function derivation is the explicit separation between scattering and evolution. This means that the projectile evolution can be treated irrespective to target. Evolution and scattering are distinct and separated parts of the theory. Scattering is Wilson lines and evolution is a Hamiltonian-driven task. Then, in order to calculate amplitude of realistic process, it is necessary to calculate quasiclassical gauge field generated by projectile and target. In this paper we improve wave function derivation by rigorous treatment of the nonrelativistic perturbation theory applied to lightcone QCD.
We take lightcone coordinates where coordinate x + play role of time in the canonical quantization scheme. In order to make all constraints second class we impose the following common gauge fixing conditions:
So gauge field A µ has only two independent degrees of freedom and after quantization we have
where i = 1, 2 enumerates gluon polarizations, ε µ i (k) are polarizations vectors which obeys: ε
We select real and orthonormal ε i :
In the one gluon Hilbert space with basis | k, k + we shall use basis of transverse coordinates.
The gluon creation operator in the given transverse point iŝ
Instead of momentum k + we shall often use rapidity. Momentum p + has rapidity Y relatively
The measure is
If we increase on δY the rapidity of the state |P then the wave function will changed. New partons will arise in new available rapidity window. In spirit of RG flow we assume that new partons has rapidity much less than primary fast partons. Consider composite dilute projectile |P which is assumed to be moving to the right. It scatters on the leftmoving dense target state |T . All considered states are composed from quarks and glouns. In the eikonal approximation all fast partons from |P scatters independently and quasielastic S-matrix iŝ
where α a ( x, x + ) = A − T,a ( x, x + ) is a classical field generated by target andρ a is the color charge density operator. We wish to know how scattering amplitude changes when we go to the high rapidity
where S[α] = P |Ŝ|P . Key task is the calculation of state |P δY . It is necessary to calculate this state with second order accuracy of QCD perturbation theory.
OperatorŜ not changes parton number and parton coordinates. It acts only on color indexes. Hence it is necessary to know part of |P (2) without additional soft gluons. The lightcone QCD Hamiltonian has complicated structure. In our calculations there is only one relevant interaction term. It contains gluon emission from color source.
where current J µ a consists of both quarks and gluons. Slow gluon has momentum k + ≪ p + , | k| ≪ p + , where p + is the momentum of the source parton. So only matrix elements like P |J + a |P has nonzero values, other components J µ a are kinematically suppressed. OperatorÂ a − ( x, x − ) creates soft gluons which momentum k + ≪ p + . So in (15) we can neglect x − dependence inÂ a − and set x − = 0.
Consider eigenfunctions of free Hamiltonian |Ψ
n . Applying the direct analog of nonrelativistic quantum mechanic perturbation theory, we find the first correction
In our case the momentum k − plays role of energy. Hence energy of emitted slow gluon is much larger than energy of state |P due to k + ≪ p + and the following identity for massless partons
So expression (18) can be rewritten as
where integration on dk + must be performed on new opened rapidity window. Going to the coordinate representation we obtain
It is necessary to calculate the integral I( r) = kk −2 e i k r d 2 k. Value of integral is vector so it must has form rF (r), where F = r −2 ( r I).
where we used the integral ∞ 0 e it dt = i . Finally, for first order we have
This formula can be easily understood. Each projectile parton with coordinate x can emit soft gluon into new arbitrary point y. Operatorρ a ( x) measures partons in the projectile.
Integration by x and y enumerates all possible emission possibilities.
In the second order we want to know state |P (2) projected on subspace without additional soft gluons. We can not obtain the analog of formula (19) because energy difference tends to zero. This lack of knowledge is compensated by normalization requirement of a wave function. In our case there is additional complication that the sector without soft glouns contains not only state |P (0) but also state |P (0) with arbitrary rotations of the partons color indexes. So |P (2) can differs from |P (0) on a color rotation.
Let the |P (0) n is the orthonormal basis in the space generated by arbitrary transformations of color indexes of partons in the |P (0) . Let |P (1) n and |P (2) n is the first and second corrections respectively. In order to find |P (2) n we require
which in the second order gives
n , then we have
It is clear from (24) that the matrix F mn is hermitian. So antihermitian part of the matrix C nm can be arbitrary. But it does not gives the contribution to physical S-matrix. The situation is the consequence of unobservability of absolute phase of wave function. We assume that matrix C nm is hermitian. So, we have
The basis |P (0) m is complete so, using (24), we have the final expression for the second order correction to the boosted projectile wave function.
where δY comes from integration over soft gluon momentum k + in the P
m |P
(1) n . The P (1) |Ŝ|P (1) term in (14) can be evaluated with help of following identity.
where V ba ( z) is the one gluon scattering amplitude which is Wilson line in the adjoint representation.
and where T a AD are generators of the gauge group in the adjoint representation. Substituting |P (1) and |P (2) into (14) we get JIMWLK equation
Equation (32) can be expressed in more familiar form. We define left and right derivative operators J a + (x) and J a − (x) of color rotations
It should be stressed that it is not necessary to calculate higher orders of the lightcone perturbation theory with aim to improve the JIMWLK equation. All higher terms contains higher powers of δY and does not give a contribution to the differential equation. Corrections comes only from matrix elements of the interaction part of the lightcone QCD Hamiltonian (15). From same reasons we can conclude that two or more gluons emission into new opened phase space does not contribute to the evolution equation. In the path integral language, restriction only to one soft gluon emission corresponds to the exactness of saddle point approximation which used for integration of quantum fluctuations in the JIMWLK derivation. The trouble only with the exact evaluation of the saddle point. Note that all previous speculations are valid only in the elastic or quasielastic process for which the JIMWLK has been initially intended. For inelastic inclusive processes we really need to calculate higher orders perturbation theory terms. The lightcone QCD Hamiltonian is plagued by existence of zero modes and requires careful gauge fixing procedure. One method of studying of all orders was proposed in [6, 7] and in [4] where path integrals are used. In the work [8] was considered first correction to the JIMWLK equation in the dilute regime. From general considerations we can say that higher corrections gives so called pomeron loops which are very intensively studied last decade.
